### Abbreviations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIR</th>
<th>TN</th>
<th>Binl</th>
<th>LtE</th>
<th>Anno</th>
<th>LtE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Directory</td>
<td>Team News</td>
<td>Bibliography</td>
<td>Letters to Editors</td>
<td>Announcements</td>
<td>Letters to Editors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Index 1977-1995

#### 4/77 1.1

**Music and Morris (I) - R. Wortley**

- DIR
- TN
- Announcements
- Calendar

#### 7/77 1.2

**Marlboro Ale**

*American Ring Debate Meeting*

*Respect for Traditional Practices - R. Wortley*

- TN
- Announcements

#### 10/77 1.3

**Success to Bower (Dancing in Litchfield, May 75) - Graetz**

- TN
- Announcements

#### 1/78 1.4

**Sword and Mumming News**

*Earlham College Old May Day*

- TN
- Bibl
- Anno
- LtE

#### 4/78 II.1

**Tribute to Phil Merril**

*Art Cornelius on Dancing Well*

- TN
- LtE
- Calendar

#### 7/78 II.2

**Third Marlboro Ale**

*Dommet’s Impressions of Morris in America*

- TN
- LtE
- Anno

#### 10/78 II.3

**First Toronto Ale**

*Binghampton Tour of England*

*The “XYZ” of Morris - I (What is Morris) - R. Wortley*

- TN
- LtE

#### 1/79 II.4

**Tribute to Karl Rodgers**

*“XYZ” of Morris - II*

- TN
- LtE
- Anno
Warm-ups Before Dancing
General Information

Can We Avoid Overdancing?
Fourth Marlboro Ale

Mr. Softee - Dance Notation

Qualities of a Morris Dancer (1923) - R. Gardiner
Second Toronto Ale

Bells Have Turned Green - song

Women's Morris Goes to England (Ring O'Bells)

All For the Morris - song

Newsletter Moves to Minnesota
Fifth Marlboro Ale
Overview Since the AMN Beginning - F. Breunig

Westerly in England
Morris at Sidmouth

American Songs and Dances Created - Notation
Mr. Softy (Kingsessing)
Soldier O (MTM)
Winstor Single File (MTM)
Princess Royal Jig (Minneapolis on the MS)
"ABCD" of Morris: Reply to Wortley - A. Barrand

Morris in Australia

Off She Goes - notation
Recitation on the Hobby Horse - Bloomington Quarry

History of Morris - JS Haddon
Open Morris Formed
1/82 V.4
§ § Four Person Set with Rotating Squire (MTM) - S. Parker

4/82 V.4
Wordsearch
Response to Haddon (Australia)

7/82 VI.2
Minneapolis-on-the-Mississippi tradition (discussion) - JC Brickwedde
Ann Arbor Ale
1382 Madison Ale
Bampton (GB) US Tour

10/82 VI.3
§ § Minneapolis-on-the-MS - notation and music
In the Bag (Nat'l Morris League) - A. Knowles

1/83 VI.4
Visit with Morris Ring (3rd Staffordshire) - JC Brickwedde
Dance notation and music
§ § So Selfish Runs the Hare
§ § Oak Apple Day (Oak Apple)
In the Bag (Morris Cult Syndrome) - A. Knowles

4/83 VII.1
New LOGO - Tim Dennis
In the Bag (May Day) - A. Knowles
Oak Apple Day - D. Titus
Women's Morris Federation (GB) - JC Brickwedde

7/83 VII.2
Open Morris (GB) - JC Brickwedde
Horseplay (Padstow "Oss" and Mari Llewyd) - S. Bartell

10/83 VII.3
Plans for NEW FORMAT
Morris in GB and North America
Horseplay (reprinted)

1/84 VII.4
First Minnesota Sword and Mumming Ale
In the Bag (Change in style as teams grow) - A. Knowles
Notes for Musicians - I. Alsop
Anno

7/84 VIII.2
NEW COVER - Barbara Prentice O'Rourke
History Project Announcement
Exercises and Exhortations - L. Jennings (Black Joker)
HMNA Holly Tree Morris Dancing (Victoria, BC, 1974-84) - D. Winn

11/84 VIII.3
Midwest Ale
Killer Ale (Northwest US)
Morris Madness (MN)
Second Annual Mixed Ale (MA)
MTM to England
Pinewoods Men to England
OTCM Border Morris - R. Dommett

1/85 VIII.4
The Morris Ring Archive - E. Stern
$\&$ It's Not the Upton-on-Severn Stick Dance: What is It? (discussion and notation) - E. Stern
$\&$ Constant Billy, Bampton, Notation - A. Bullen
A Venerial Contest (collective nouns)
OTCM Molly Dancing - R. Dommett

4/85 IX.1
Dance "X" Revealed (not Upton) - E. Stern

7/85 IX.2
Book Review: Morris and Matachin
HMNA Black Jokers 1975-85
East Suffolk Tour (cont.)

10/85 IX.3
CHANGES: Three Times/year
Fertility Dance Makes Six Women Pregnant
OTCM Plough Monday in Huntingdonshire - R. Gregson
True Origins of Morris - K. Smith
3/86 X.1
Info on Newsletter
Dance "X" - More History
Midnight Capers - print by Mary Azarian
Traditional English Dancing in San Diego
English Ritual Dance at Pinewoods - E. Stern

7/86 X.2
Paul Klosky cover
AMN: The Beginning - F. Breunig
The Mountain Region (I) - JC Brickwedde
The Mountain Region (II) - J. Ramsay
American Morris or English Morris in America? - AG Barrand
Interview with Douglas Kennedy (July 84) - JC Brickwedde
Morris Aid

11-12/86 X.3
General News and Publications
Jody Evans - In Memorium
HOMINA Brief Account and Intro of Morris into North Am. - JC Brickwedde
OTCM Northwest - A General Survey
Morris: Where to Next? (presentation) - D. Stryker
Perusing Periodicals

4-5/87 XI.1
General News
Morris in Canada
First Morris Tour of North America (1583)
Hogtown Tradition
1929 Tour of Canada by EFD Demo Team
Reflections on Newfoundland Mumming - L. Noel

Summer 87 XI.2
Azarian Cover
Survey Results
Work of Mary Neal - C. Minchin and D. Moody
Morris Dancing Arranged by Harry Leslie (1859-63) -
JC Brickwedde
Women in Morris Prior to WWI - J. Reynolds
New Traditions and Old Communities - R. Grigson

11-12/87 XI.3
Morris Dancing on the Lawn of Archibald Welch, May 1911
THE NEXT GENERATION:
Morris Minors - JC Brickwedde
Hillside Story (Hastings on Hudson) - P. Kerlee
Thoughts on Kids Morris (Baldwin, KS) - S. Forbes
Pleasures of Teaching Children to Do English Country Dancing (San Diego) - HG Franland
The English in American Morris - D. Lewis
Lagerphone Construction (diagram)
3-4/88 XII.2
In Memory of Douglas Kennedy (1894-1988)
Regional Editors Added to Publication Team
NEXT GENERATION (cont):
Who Should Dance Morris - R. Dommet
1987 Midwest Ale
Mossyback Signs Free Agent Roger Neate
Comments on Recruiting from Readers

Summer 88 XII.2
Bob Doucet cover
Douglas Kennedy Memorial
Dance "X" Revisited
Shepards and Lasses Come Leaping and Dancing - notation and music - C. Dreher
Thames Valley and Fieldtown in London, ON - P. Hanford
One Apprentice Class that Works - E. Stern
Hankies Gone Awry in New Zealand - J. Reynolds

11-12/88 XII.3
General News
THE CATALOGUE
MORRIS MUSIC EDITION
Accordion Music - R. Morse
Laurie Andres Talks About Playing Morris Music - L. Dreisbach
Making the Dance Audible - AG Barrand
Music for Morris - J. Roberts

3-4/89 XIII.1
North American Morris - Some Basic Facts
Jon Ericson - In Memorium
Garland Dances - R. Dommet
Stave Dances - R. Dommet
Court Square of Charlottesville - J. Kindred
Non-Barleycorn - words and music
Spring and Fall (notation) - C. Dreher

7-8/89 XIII.2
Jan Arabas Cover
General News
FOOL EDITION
Short History of the Fool - W. Kelley
The Female Fool - J. Arabas (Ha’Penny)
One Man’s Fool - B. Delucca
(Abinghamton)
A Foreign Fool - Mervyn (New Zealand)
April Fool - A. Moskowitz (Black Jokers)

11-12/89 XIII.3
AMN on E-mail
MUMMERS EDITION
Origins of British Mummers Play - P. Millington
Organizing a Mummers Team in the US - R. Rayfield
Lowery Hill Mummers Play (MN)
DOOMESDAY CATALOGUE
3-4/90 XIV.1
Morris Sunderland - In Memorium
Happy 25th Pinewood Morris Men
Longsword in England - T. Stone
MUMMING (cont):
  Mumming with Hole-in-the-Bog - F. Fuller
  Neo-Mumming Plays of Syracuse - C. Gaca (Thornden)
  Malt Mill Morris Third Annual Mystery Tour (1989) -
    T. Griffths
  A New Perspective on the Origins of Mumming - D. Lewis

7-8/90 XIV.2
Brian Whiting Cover
ORGANIZING AN ALE EDITION
  The Brewing of a Morris Ale - J. Reynolds
  The Marlboro Ale - AG Barrand
  On the Street with Toronto Morris Men - J. Mayberry

11-12/90 XIV.3
Genieve Shimer - In Memorium
Historic Changes in Morris Costume and Sponsorship - PAM Borys
Headington Quarry and its Morris Dancers - RW Grant
Canadian Experience of English Morris - G. Baldwin (Vancouver)
Conversation between Bampton (GB) and Vancouver

3-4/91 XV.1
General News
Rum by Gum (Syracuse by the Dome) - notation
Morris Dancing and the English Stage - PAM Borys
Notes on Early Morris - D. Lewis

7-8/91 XV.2
David Wells cover
Every Dance a Show: Conflict of Identification as Performance -
  Entity or Social Club - C. Wear
Morris Dance and America Prior to 1913 - R. Krause

11-12/91 XV.3
Sword Dance in Antwerp (1991) - S. Corrsin
Calendar of Early Morris Performance and Reference - PAM Borys

3-4/92 XVI.1
MASSED OR NOT MASSED
  A. Herzbrun - Marlboro
  B. Hennessy - Bells of the North
  P. Myers - (Shy Maid of Baltimore)
  P. Bennet-Alder - NEFFA
  J. Lippincott - Mianus River
  JC Brickwedde - Ramsey's Braggarts
  Calling a Morris Dance - L. Jennings (Black Joker)
  Morresca Geographica - L. Noel

TN
Button Box ad
Mortonsale poster
Suds poster
Marlboro poster
Prerodactale poster
Midwest Ale poster
Button Box ad

LtE
TN
Mortonsale poster
1878 music reprint

cove poster

Anno

Ann
TN
Mortonsale poster
TN
Vancouver and Fiddler

LtE

Anno
Steve Rushefsky cover
A "Theatrical" Morris Event - A. Jensen (Mayfield)
Dancing in White - P. Bennet-Alder (Middlesex)
HOBBY ANIMALS OF NORTH AMERICA
Lucy the Bear (Berkeley) - G. Dandridge
Sally the Sheep (Greenwood) - SJ Gilmore
Bonzo the Hobby Cow (Merrie Mac) - N. Winne
Middlesex Morris's Hobby Rabbit - L. Mullen
Black Jokers Horse - UJ Stefanov-Wagner
"Old Dick" Ritual Team Souling Horse (MN) - R. Rayfield

Sword Dancing in Goathland (1991) - S. Corrsin
Instep Research Team (GB clog) - C. Metherell

Lackman and Neu to be Editors
Jane Farwell - In Memorium
Morris Dancers and their Hats - OE Barratt
CREATING DANCES/STYLES
On Inventing Dances - P. Harford (Thames Valley)
Developing the Marlboro Ilmington Tradition - A. Herzbrun
Ascott-Under-Wychwood or New York-on-the-Concrete - Y. Gordon
Writing for Clog - I. Robb

Mary Neal and the Espérance Morris - R. Judge

Note from Lackman/Neu
Continuing conversation on Inventing Dances through Letters to Editor
Looking Back on Thirteen Years - J. Brickwedde
Morris Dancing and America Prior to 1913, Part II - R. Krause
Pinewood Morris Men Go to England - S. Graetz

Note from Editors
Thaxted Ring Meeting - E. Bradtke
3-4/94 XVIII.1
Abbotts Bromley - E. Bradtke
Poem - K. Hellgren
AMN/MANM debate
Questionnaire on May Day, annual events, team traditions,

7-8/94 XVIII.2
Bill Brown cover
Lionel Bacon: A Remembrance - R. Dommett
Conversation with Fiddler Barbara Drummond - LA Neu
Dommett's Tour on southeast US
§§ Simon's Fancy (notation)
Record Review: Over the Water - D. Stallone
Berkeley Morris Meets (American) Football - J. Berger

1994 No.3 Reprint Series (printed in 11/95)
D'Arcy Ferris and the Bidford Morris - R. Judge

11/12-94 XVIII.3 (printed in 11/95)
On the "Remembrance" of the New Morris and the Development of
a Sense of Place - R. Gregson
Record Review: High Tea - S. Nash
§§ The Midway Processional - T. Hodapp
News from England - Busking

< A YEAR HIATUS>